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Genres
Non Fiction
Picture Books
Tulipan ABC – Beginning Readers
Petite Novel
Children's Novel 10+
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Non Fiction

Carlotta & Henri
Mom is offline! Like it!?
Help! Mom’s smartphone is in the toilet!

Carlotta’s and Henri’s Mom is really cool. She
always has the latest smartphone, knows
everything about computers and digitizes and
automatizes their appartment whenever she
can. The twins’ Dad is the total opposite: He is
into board games and his cell phone is huge
and has an antenna.
When Carlotta and Henri decide to play a joke
on him, it happens: Mom’s smartphone falls
into the toilet and suddenly they are all
offline. How can they survive? Olli, their Dad,
has an idea...
Carlotta, Henri und das Leben
Non-fiction
Ages 7+
Text by Anette Beckmann
Illustrations by Marion Goedelt
February 2018, 64 pages, 16,5 x 23,3 cm
ISBN 978-3-86429-410-5
VOL 1
Aunt Uli Is In Love And
Multiplies
The facts of life
2016
VOL 2
Topsy-Turvy Kitchen
Facts about nutrition
2017
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Picture Books

Who Is Afraid Of The Little Wolf?
• Against prejudice and rumours
• Playing together is more fun

Little Wolf is sad.
Squirrel, Bunny, Fox and Bear just won’t play with him – their mothers have taught them
that wolves are dangerous. Only the Little Bee is not afraid and wants to play hide and seek.
The other animals get curious and slowly start to play along.

Wer hat Angst vorm kleinen Wölfchen?
Picture book / Cardboard
Ages 2+
Text and illustrations by Yayo Kawamura
March 2018, 24 pages, 20 x 16 cm
ISBN 978-3-86429-412-9
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Picture Books

A Trip To The Sea
• A joyful book about going on
a trip
• Suitable for small kids
• Makes the cartrip seem
shorter
• By famous illustrator Birgit
Schössow who has also
illustrated covers for »The
New Yorker«

Holidays ahead! Time to pick up your friends and go to the sea!
The little girl, Giraffe, Dog and Bear start early in the morning when it is still
dark. A long trip with surprises lies ahead of them. An old street map, a car-sick
giraffe and a flat tire. Time to stop somewhere overnight. As they wake up the
next morning they realize: We have reached the sea. Nothing can stop them
any more now!

Vier fahrn ans Meer
Picture book
Ages 3+
Text and illustrations by Birgit
Schössow
January 2018, 48 pages, 25 x 23 cm
ISBN 978-3-86429-402-0
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Picture Books

The Bird Who Forgot His Song
• A book about searching for and
finding love
• Ideal gift for lovers and justmarried couples: All you need is
love!
• Love can surpass language
issues!

When the words don’t come out right...
In spring, all the male birds chirp like crazy in order to find a partner.
Only one bird cannot remember his song. »Wooff«, he says, and a dog shows up. »Oink!«
and a pig comes scurrying along. »Moo« and a cow arrives. The animals wonder, what his
right song might be, just when a loud trumpeting noise almost scares them away. To
their surprise, it comes from a female bird who has tried in vain to find a friend. Could
this be someone for our bird who forgot his song?

Eine Vogelhochzeit
Picture book / Gift book
Ages 4+, all age
Text and illustrations by Hendrik Jonas
January 2018, 52 pages, 20 x 21,5 cm
ISBN 978-3-86429-403-7
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Picture Books

Smackers? Yuk!
• An every-day topic when
growig up
• About learning to say no

»Give Aunt Lizzie a smacker!«
Help! Leo really does not want to give smackers or get kissed all the time. Neither by Aunt
Lizzie, nor Uncle Fred, nor Grandma Elsie. But everyone just keeps on cuddling him
anyways. On his Dad’s birthday, Leo suddenly has an idea: Who will still want smackers
when his mouth is smudged all over with a mix of chocolate, ketchup, pepper and milk?
And, indeed, his family is suddenly very reluctant…

Küsschen? Bäh!
Picture book
Ages 4+
Text by Barbara Rose
Illustrations by Volker Fredrich
January 2018, 36 pages, 25 x 23 cm
ISBN 978-3-86429-366-5
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Picture Books

Taxi Ride With Victor
• With illustrations by Elsa
Klever, the 2015 winner of
the Austrian Children's Book
Award
• Full English and Italian
sample translation
available

Victor is the nicest, best and most experienced taxi driver you can imagine.
But one day, he starts to feel very bored and begins to play tricks on his customers:
The elderly lady ends up at a fun fair instead of at the hairdresser, a child is dropped off at
the library instead of the fun fair, and the librarian never reaches the library as planned but
pays an unintended visit to the dentist.
But what’s happening now? All of Victor’s customers end up having lots of fun and being
grateful for the surprise. Victor understands that he has no talent at playing jokes on people
– and stays the nicest, best and most experienced taxi driver you can imagine.
Taxifahrt mit Victor
Picture book
Ages 4+
Text by Sara Trofa
Illustrations by Elsa Klever
Translation from English
by Sophie Zeitz
January 2018, 40 pages, 25 x 23 cm
ISBN 978-3-86429-380-1
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Picture Books

I’m Packing My Suitcase
• Stimulates learning first
words
• Based on a well-known
memory game
• Poster included in the
back of the book

»Come on let’s go travelling and pack every little thing...«
– the suitcase is slowly being filled. From the picknick-fork to the striped shorts, from the
cereal bowl to the trombone, from good weather to the cat – in the end everyone has to go
and sit on the suitcase in order to be closed – but crash-bang-boom! – the suitcase explodes
and we have to start afresh!

Ich packe meinen Koffer
Picture book
Ages 4+
Text by Regina Schwarz
Illustrations by Julia Dürr
January 2018, 40 pages,
25 x 23 cm
ISBN 978-3-86429-360-3
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Picture Books

The Man Who Wanted To Be A Flower
• Don’t just dream, dare
to do it!
• An imaginary trip
without borders
• By our succesful trio
Anja Tuckermann,
Mehrdad Zaeri and Uli
Krappen (shortlisted for
the German Youth
Literature Prize with
Nusret And The Cow)

A man starts to dream:
He is not any more a man going to work every day but he turns into a flower. First he is a
dandelion swinging in the wind. Then, he turns into a red poppy with petals soft like silk.
Finally, he is a blue flower up on a hill where no other flowers are. He wonders how it would
be to be a woman wearing the most colourful dresses...
In the end, he decides to be a man again and dresses up as a flower meadow for carnival –
and a woman dressed as a beautiful red tulip joins him...

Der Mann, der eine Blume sein
wollte
Gift book / All age
Text by Anja Tuckermann
Illustrations by Mehrdad Zaeri
and Uli Krappen
March 2018, 52 pages,
22 x 22 cm
ISBN 978-3-86429-409-9
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Beginning Readers

Zombert – Soccer Not Allowed!
VOL 2

• About friendship and team
spirit
• Soccer World Cup 2018
• For fair play
Rights sold to the Netherlands
(VOL 1)
Zombert – a real zombie, his dog Waldi and his best friend Konrad end up having a decisive
soccer match against the older boys of the neighbourhood, Tom, Victor and Charlie after
they have tried to snatch away the ball from Konrad. The game is rough, but you should
never underrate the physical possibilities of a zombie!

Zombert – Fußballspielen
verboten! VOL 2
Tulipan ABC – level A
Ages 6+
Text and illustrations by Kai
Pannen
February 2018, 48 pages,
14,8 x 21 cm
ISBN 978-3-86429-404-4

VOL 1
Zombert And The Brave
Coward
2017
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Beginning Readers

Finn And Frieda Finding Spring
VOL 2

Second Volume of the Season-Series
Finn and Frieda find a small hedgehog one morning in January. It is very skinny and has
woken up from hibernation too early. Spring has to come quickly!
As no one knows more about nature than Grandpa Reinhold, Finn and Frieda decide to go to
the park with him. Together, they find the first buds and insects and collect herbs for
Granddad’s famous seven-herbs-soup which heralds spring.
Will the little hedgehog survive?

Finn und Frieda finden den
Frühling
Tulipan ABC – level B
Ages 7+
Text by Martin Klein
Illustrations by Kerstin Meyer
February 2018, 48 pages,
14,8 x 21 cm
ISBN 978-3-86429-411-2

Rights sold to the
Netherlands (VOL 1)
VOL 1
Finn And Frieda
Stopping Fall
2017
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Petite Novel

The Secret Of The Yellow Wallpaper
• A novel about a family secret,
friendship and overcoming peer
pressure
• By our successful duo Andrea
Schomburg and Dorothee
Mahnkopf

Two girls uncovering a family secret
Aunt Elizabeth and her best friend Ina are going on a long trip around the world. That’s why
Emilia, her parents and her little sister Henriette take over Aunt Elizabeth’s house. While
renovating the rooms, the two sisters find a diary – it is Aunt Elizabeth’s diary!
Emilia and her sister find out that the two elderly ladies have been hiding a secret: Aunt
Elizabeth had denied Ina back in the days when they were schoolgirls out of peer pressure as
Ina was bullied by everyone else due to her shabby clothes. Only after Ina ends up in a
dangerous situation, Elizabeth helps her and saves her life.
Back at school, a new boy joins Emilia’s class. No one likes him and he really seems to be
aggressive. Can Emilia do anything?

Das Geheimnis der gelben
Tapete
Tulipan Petite Novel
Ages 7+
Text by Andrea Schomburg
Illustrations by Dorothee
Mahnkopf
January 2018, 64 pages,
13,5 x 19,2 cm
ISBN 978-3-86429-382-5
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Petite Novel

When We Were Orphans
• When imagination takes over
• About siblings sticking
together

Like every summer, also this year Liv, Carlotta and Stine spend the holidays in the moorlands.
Their parents are excited about planning a hiking tour in the swamps but the girls decide to
stay at the holiday flat. In the course of the day, the girls start to worry. What, if their
parents won’t come back? What, if they become bog bodies? Slowly, the girls talk
themselves more and more into the illusion of becoming real orphans. They make a plan of
how to survive on their own!

Als wir einmal Waisenkinder
waren
Tulipan Petite Novel
Ages 7+
Text by Nikola Huppertz
Illustrations by Maja Bohn
January 2018, 64 pages,
13,5 x 19,2 cm
ISBN 978-3-86429-345-0
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Children's Novels

Pogo And The Cop
• About friendship and tolerance
• Prejudice can be overcome!

When the son of a punk and the daughter of a police officer meet
Pogo has a tough life. His parents are punks, real punks! That means he gets into trouble
whenever he gets good grades, when he doesn’t turn up the volume like crazy while
listening to music or when he makes an attempt to clean up his room. One day, a new girl
moves in the house next door with her father, a police officer. Vanessa is overly correct,
always dressed in a police uniform and worse than that, she starts to follow Pogo around
and to ticket him for every little thing. What a strange girl! But as Pogo’s bike gets stolen,
Vanessa suddenly decides to help him and they even spend a scary night together trying to
track down the culprit. Will they manage?
Pogo & Polente
Novel
Ages 8+
Text by Jochen Till
Illustrations by Raimund Frey
February 2018, 144 pages,
14,8 x 21 cm
ISBN 978-3-86429-379-5
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Novels

City Crime VOL 5
The Stockholm Bar Code
• VOL 5 of Joanna's and Finn’s
suspenseful city adventures
• Combination of knowledge
transfer of European culture and
language and a suspenseful story
• By top-author Andreas Schlüter
• Each vol contains additionals as
tourism vocabulary and maps

The first trip without their parents: Joanna and
Finn go to see their uncle Thomas, aunt Agneta
and their cousin Oscar in Stockholm.
When exploring the city center with Oscar, Finn and Joanna notice a homeless man. He is
not moving at all! As they try to speak to him, they notice that he must be dead.
Yet, after they return to the spot where they found him together with a police officer, the
corpse has disappeared. Where was the man taken to? Or was he not dead after all? And
what might the bar code inside the matchstick box mean which is the only object left at the
crime scene?
The kids start to investigate in the milieu of the homeless...

City Crime – Strichcode in
Stockholm
Crime Series
Ages 10+
Text by Andreas Schlüter
Illustrations by Markus Spang
February 2018, 192 pages,
14,8 x 21 cm
ISBN 978-3-86429-386-3
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